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To study physical and chemical interactions of aerosol and clouds under natural conditions, the Lagrange-

type cloud experiment “Hill Cap Cloud Thuringia 2010” (HCCT-2010) was performed in 2010 at Mount 

Schmücke, Germany, where a hill cap cloud served as a natural flow-through reactor.  

Three measurement sites were set up: An upwind site to comprehensively characterize incoming air 

masses, an in-cloud site on the Schmücke summit to sample the different phases of a cloud, and a 

downwind site to study possible modifications of the aerosol after the cloud passage. An extended pool of 

various offline- and online-instruments was installed at the sites, including two 5-stage Berner impactors at 

the valley sites and four aerosol mass spectrometers (AMS) at both the valley and the summit sites to study 

in-depth possible chemical modifications of aerosol particles due to cloud processing. 

A rigorous analysis of meteorological parameters and inert tracers allowed for the identification of several 

cloud events where the air flow along the measurement sites was fully connected and representative air 

masses were sampled before, during, and after their passage through the hill-cap cloud (“full cloud 

events”). Similarly, “non-cloud events” with favorable flow connectivity between the sites but no cloud 

occurrence at the summit site were identified as reference cases. 

Generally, during “non-cloud events” the chemical composition of aerosol particles was found to agree well 

when comparing upwind and downwind sites. During “full cloud events”, downwind concentrations were 

consistently lower than upwind concentrations for both particle numbers and chemical particle 

constituents. This concentration gradient can likely be attributed to physical loss processes such as droplet 

deposition along the forested area of the air flow path and/or entrainment of cleaner air masses. After 

correcting for such losses by normalizing the downwind concentrations using several conservative tracers 

(which can be assumed chemically inert and without significant sources between the sites), a modified 

chemical composition of downwind particles is sometimes observed, which might be related to aqueous 

phase reactions occurring in the cloud.  
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